Our normal season is from March to November inclusive, with morning flights taking off at sunrise and afternoon flights from midday onwards. If you book a flight at any other time of the year, you can expect to travel between 8 and 15 miles on average. This can be a definite advantage for those who have not yet savoured the beauty and gentle exhilaration of a balloon flight. One of the main reasons for choosing to fly at the beginning or end of each day is to ensure a landing speed as low as possible. The vast majority of balloon landings are so gentle, passengers have been known to break out in spontaneous applause at the Pilot's return of the balloon and passengers to the take-off site.

The flight is simply arranged for another date convenient to you - most people fly on their first chosen flight date, the remainder within just a few attempts.

As with all businesses, it is necessary that we are precise about the terms of our contract with you the customer, and the following details are intended to do just that. If, however, you are unsure about any aspect of your intended flight, please do not hesitate to contact us at our office. Two of our staff will be available to answer your questions and will be delighted to assist you.

The Falcon

To those who have not yet savoured the beauty and gentle exhilaration of a balloon flight, we would like to say that your trip one of the most memorable experiences possible, and thus you should allow at least four hours to accommodate the additional procedures and celebrations.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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Experience the magic of a flight with Airborne...

The balloon flight...

Flying shortly after sunrise or before sunset, a balloon flight over the stunning Kent and Sussex countryside is an exhilarating yet tranquil experience that will be remembered long after the flight is over. Drifting with gentle winds you view the landscape from a new perspective.

After meeting your pilot at a pre-arranged location in Kent or Sussex you will be taken to the launch site nearby where participation in the assembly and inflation of the balloon create an entire ballooning experience!

Many passengers never feel the balloon take off as it gently leaves the ground behind. At the balloon’s normal cruising height of between 1500 and 2000 feet, all that’s left to do is just relax and enjoy the flight. The balloon flight lasts approximately 45 minutes to an hour although you should allow three to five hours for the whole experience.

During the flight all our pilots are happy to answer any questions you may have about ballooning or the spectacular scenery that surrounds you. When the time comes to return to earth, you’ll be met by our retrieve crew and the balloon packed away. Your flight will then be translated into traditional style with a toast of chilled champagne and a presentation of a personalised flight certificate signed by your pilot. You will then be taken to the original meeting point by Land Rover.

We....

• fly early in the morning & evening during the months of April to November
• offer Flight Vouchers valid for 12 months from the date of purchase
• include full insurance and VAT in the price
• provide a full and detailed pre-flight briefing
• provide a balloon role that lasts approximately 45 minutes to an hour
• give a whole ballooning experience lasting three to four hours
• take an in-flight photo during the flight available to pre-order or purchase on the day
• celebrate with a couple of glasses of chilled bubbly following the flight
• present each passenger with a first flight certificate signed by the Pilot
• return passengers to the meeting point by Land Rover

Purchasing a Flight Voucher from Airborne could not be easier...

In-flight photograph vouchers and other gifts and memorabilia are available and may be pre-ordered for collection on the day of the flight, or posted to the passenger in advance in an Airborne Gift Box.

For that extra special occasion!

At our office
The Balloon Office, Beltring
TN12 6PY
Collect your Flight Vouchers from us directly from Monday to Saturday

In-flight photographs and other gifts and memorabilia are available and may be pre-ordered for collection on the day of the flight, or posted to the passenger in advance in an Airborne Gift Box.

Experience the magic of a flight with Airborne...